LUCAS® 3
Chest Compression System, version 3.1

Data Sheet

**Setting the standard for mechanical CPR**

We continue to innovate the LUCAS platform with Wi-Fi® connection to the LIFENET™ System and integration into CODE-STAT™ Data Review Software.* The LUCAS 3, v3.1, allows for tailored rates to meet your protocols, alerts configured to improve compliance, Post-Event Reports to your inbox, and asset notifications by e-mail.

**Device configuration via the LIFENET System**

Wirelessly set device presets to align with your protocols

- **Adjustable rate:** 102, 111, 120 ± 2 compressions per minute – fixed or variable during operation
- **Adjustable depth:** 45 to 53 ± 2mm – fixed during operation
- **Audible CPR timer:** 1-15 minutes (in 1 minute increments)
- **Adjustable ventilation alerts, pause length and count**
- **Auto-lowering of the piston (AutoFit or QuickFit)**
- **Pressure pad release to allow for chest rise during ventilation**

**Post-Event reporting**

- Receive device Post-Event Report (PDF) via e-mail after device check-in over Wi-Fi
- Transmit reports wirelessly to any predetermined e-mail addresses (configurable in LIFENET)
- Integration with CODE-STAT 11

**Asset management via LIFENET**

- Asset dashboard for fleet status at latest device check-in
- Notifications of expiring and expired LUCAS batteries
- Notifications of upcoming or missed service

**Widely used mechanical CPR device**

- Over 15 years of experience, over 30,000 devices deployed, and 200+ publications**
- Unique device design: piston with suction cup designed to stabilize the compression point and follow the chest
- Used in the field all the way into the cardiac cath lab

**Evaluated and documented clinical use, quick and easy**

- Highest level of evidence showing equivalent safety and efficacy to high-quality manual CPR
- Simple 1-2-3 step user interface
- Quick: A median 7 sec. interruption at transition from manual to mechanical CPR in clinical use

**Proven to perform. Reliably.**

- Easy to maintain and own
- Compact and lightweight
- >99% operational reliability in clinical use

---

* LUCAS 3, v 3.1, LIFENET and CODE-STAT are available in major markets. For details on local regulatory status, availability and data connectivity, please contact your local Stryker sales representative.

** As of January 2020
Specifications

Device and Therapy

Type of chest compression

- Piston with suction cup designed to stabilize the compression point
- Factory default settings consistent with AHA and ERC Guidelines 2015

Compression rate

- Configurable to 102 – 111 – 120 compressions per minute, fixed, or variable during use
- Factory default setting: 102 ± 2 compressions per minute

Compression depth

- Configurable to a fixed value between 45 to 53 ± 2 mm
- Factory default setting: 53 ± 2 mm for nominal patients
  Note: 40 to 53 mm for chest height < 185 mm

Pressure pad during ventilation

- To allow for chest rise during ventilation the pressure pad can be configured to move up 10 mm above start position during pauses or during continuous compressions
- Factory default setting: pressure pad remains in start position

Compression duty cycle: 50 ± 5%

Compression modes (operator selectable)

- ACTIVE 30:2 mode: 30:2 (factory default setting) or 50:2 (setup option) compression to ventilation ratio
- ACTIVE Continuous mode

Ventilation alerts

- ACTIVE 30:2 mode: LED blinks and audible alert signals before ventilation pause
- ACTIVE Continuous mode: LED blink. Configurable to 6 to 10 alerts per minute (factory default setting: 10 alerts per minute). Audible alert configurable ON/OFF (factory default setting: OFF)

Ventilation pause duration

- ACTIVE 30:2 mode: configurable to 3 to 5 sec. (factory default setting: 3 sec.)
- ACTIVE Continuous mode: configurable to 0.3 to 1.5 sec. (factory default setting: 0.3 sec.)

Device and Therapy (cont.)

Suction cup start position

- Configurable:
  - QuickFit (factory default setting): Manual lowering of the suction cup. Automatic fine-tuning will occur when locking the start position
  - AutoFit: Automatic lowering of the suction cup from its upper position down to the chest
  - Manual: Manual lowering of the suction cup to the chest. No automatic fine-tuning will occur when locking the start position

Suction cup in ADJUST mode: The device can be setup so that the suction cup automatically returns up from the chest when the operator pushes the ADJUST key coming from PAUSE or ACTIVE (30:2 or Continuous) modes (factory default setting: OFF)

Audible timers

- 1 to 15 minutes, in 1 minute increments (factory default setting: OFF)
- The timer can be setup as either CPR Timer or Continuous Timer
- CPR Timer: the device only measures the time in uninterrupted ACTIVE (30:2 or Continuous) modes
- Continuous Timer: the device measures the time continuously, independent of what mode the device is in

Safety system controls

- Automatic self-test at each Power ON
- Advanced control of delivered compression depth, rate and duty cycle, with safety alarm
- Soft Start at beginning of compressions
- Automatic adjustment of compression force to reach the set compression depth in individual chests

Patients eligible for treatment

- 17.0 to 30.3 cm chest height
- 44.9 cm chest width
- No patient weight limitation

Device post-event data and connectivity

Connectivity

- Wireless connectivity: Device can communicate via Bluetooth™ (factory default setting ON) and connect to configured Wi-Fi networks to receive and transmit data when not in clinical use.
- Local Bluetooth connection for setting up local Wi-Fi network, and for Post-Event Report generation and software updates (if Wi-Fi cannot be used)
- Ability to disable Bluetooth and/or Wi-Fi

Wi-Fi and LIFENET capabilities

- Manual or automatic data transmission (configurable): push the TRANSMIT key in range of known network (factory default setting), or setup option for automatic data transmission whenever the device is off, charging and in range of known network
- Setup options: Device functionality can be configured with setup options via secure, online platform (LIFENET) and be transmitted to the device wirelessly. A single setup profile can be applied to entire fleet or individual setup options for each device
- Post-Event Reports: Device can transmit Post-Event Reports (PDF) wirelessly and send to any predetermined e-mail addresses.
- Device readiness status: Device can transmit device readiness and battery notifications wirelessly to any predetermined e-mail addresses

Post-Event Report contents: Easy to read Post-Event Report (PDF) showing:

- Summary of device use: compression time, ratio, rate, count, number of pauses > 10 sec. and duration of longest compression pause
- Visual timeline showing device compressions, rate and pauses
- Event log showing user interactions, battery alerts and alarms
- Full display of device setup for quick reference
- Comprehensive post-event review in CODE-STAT 11 Data Review Software (optional)
Device readiness data: Configurable in LIFENET to send e-mail notifications on latest device check-in status including:
  • Battery nearing expiration
  • Battery expired
  • Failed device self-test

Reporting software over Bluetooth
  • Report Generator software (DTX, included with device purchase for download online) with ability to download, print, save and share device reports of each use (PDF format)
  • The Report Generator (DTX) can be downloaded on a pc with Windows® 7, 8.1 or 10

Device data storage: 4GB (estimated to store more than two uses per day over the lifetime of the device, 8 years)

Device physical specifications
Device dimensions when assembled (HxWxD): 56 x 52 x 24 cm
Device dimensions while stored in carrying case (HxWxD): 58 x 33 x 26 cm
Battery dimensions (HxWxD): 13.0 × 8.8 × 5.7 cm
Weight of the device with Battery (no straps): 8.0 kg
Battery weight: 0.6 kg
Back plate: Thin and lightweight back plate (15mm and 1.1 kg)
References


For further information, please contact your Stryker representative or visit our website at strykeremergencycare.com

Emergency Care

This document is intended solely for the use of healthcare professionals. A healthcare professional must always rely on his or her own professional clinical judgment when deciding whether to use a particular product when treating a particular patient. Stryker does not dispense medical advice and recommends that healthcare professionals be trained in the use of any particular product before using it.

The information presented is intended to demonstrate Stryker’s product offerings. A healthcare professional must always refer to operating instructions for complete directions for use indications, contraindications, warnings, cautions, and potential adverse events, before using any of Stryker’s products. Products may not be available in all markets because product availability is subject to the regulatory and/or medical practices in individual markets. Please contact your representative if you have questions about the availability of Stryker’s products in your area. Specifications subject to change without notice. The products depicted are CE marked in accordance with applicable EU Regulations and Directives.

Stryker or its affiliated entities own, use, or have applied for the following trademarks or service marks: CODE-STAT, LIFENET, LUCAS, Stryker. All other trademarks are trademarks of their respective owners or holders.

The absence of a product, feature, or service name, or logo from this list does not constitute a waiver of Stryker’s trademark or other intellectual property rights concerning that name or logo.
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